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REPORT No. 145. 

INTERNAL STRESSES IN LAMINATED CONSTRUCTION . 
By Forest Products Laboratory . 

INTRODUCTION. 

This report, submitted to the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for publica
tion, covers work conducted by the Forest Products Laboratory of the United States Forest 
Service at the request of and with funds provided by the Bureau of Engineering of the Navy 
Department. 

SUMMARY. 

The report reviews the procedure employed in an investigation of the sources and influence 
of internal stresses in laminated consLruction, and discusses the inO.uence of shrinkage and 
swelling stresses caused by atmospheric conditions upon the tensile strength across grain in 
laminated construction with special reference to airplane propellers. 

The investigation covered three sources of internal stress, namely, the combination of 
plain-sawed and quarter-sawed material in the same construction, the gluing together of lami
nations of different moisture contents, and the gluing together of laminations of diITerent densi
ties. The following species were studied: 

Central American mahogany (Swietenia mahogani). 
African mahogany (Jrhaya senegaZensi s). 
Philippine mahogany (Shore a sp.). 
Yellow poplar (Liriodendron tuZi pifera). 
Hard ~aple (Acer saccharum). 
Yellow birch (BetuZa sp.). 
Red gum (Liquidambar st!Jrac'ijlua). 
Northern white oak (Quercus sp.). 
Northern red oak (Quercus sp.). 

Glued specimens and free specimens, made up under various manufac1,uring conditions, 
were subjected to various climatic changes inducing internal stresses and then were tested. 
The strength of free unstressed pieces served as a standard of comparison for glued pieces and 
indicated what internal stresses were developed in the glued construction. 

The following recommendations as to propeller specifications are made for the species 
studied: 

1. That all propellers be covered with aluminum leaf coating or other approved finish 
which will prevent, so far as possible, any gain or loss in moisture content of the propeller. 

2. That for the most extreme conditions of service propellers be made entirely of quarter
sawed material. 

3. That for moderate conditions of service propellers made entirely from plain-sawed stock 
be permitted, provided they arc well protected against moisture change. 

4. That for species in which the ratio of radial to tangen1,ial shrinkage exceeds 0.75 1,he 
mixing of plain-sawed and quarter-sawed stock be permitted in propellers for moderate service, 
provided that they are well protected against moisture change. 

5. That all propeller stock be allowed to come to equilibrium under fixed conditions of 
temperature and relative humidity before gluing. 

6. That density specifications be such as to eliminate all brash material, but not to reguire 
matching for density. 

7. That moisture content of wood, gluing conditions, and protective coating be such that 
the mositure content of the propellers will not exceed 15 per cent at any time. Beyond this 
point animal glue is not likely to give satisfactory results. 

1 
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These recommendations are based on the following conclusions, which appear to be war
ranied from a careful analysis of the data obtained in this tudy: 

1. Ten ile strength across grain (acro s the face of the board) for quarter-sawed lumber 
i:; greater than for plain-sawed lumber. Plain-sawed lumber may be from 20 to 50 per cent 
weaker acros the grain, depending upon the pecie and method of drying. 

2. The gluing together of plain- awed and quarter- awed tock gives ri e to internal stre es 
through the unequal swelling and hrinking which takes place with changes in moi tme content 
and results in a weakening across grain of the laminated structure. 

3. The gluing together of lamination of different moisture contents gives rise to internal 
ires e on account of the unequal swelling or hrinking which takes place as all the lamina

tions approach a common moi tme content, and results in a weakening across grain of the 
structme, which may be of sufficient magnitude to cau e rupture of members of the laminated 
structure. 

. 4. When a laminated structure containing both quarter-sawed and plain- awed members 
is ubjected to conditions which cause a change in moistme content, the lmequal swelling or 
hrinkage of the different member induce tre es. These stresses reach a maximum and 

then, if ihe moi ime content remains constant, gradually die out. The structme i then free 
from internal sire e but hll. a sumed new dimen ions. If the ela tic limit of the wood ha 
not been exceeded, the strength ha not been affected. With each chano-e of moi ture content 
new tre e will be developed. 

5. When a laminated structure i compo ed of member all plain- awed or all quarter
awed of unequal moi tme contents, the moi ture in the wood tends to equalize, and sLre es 

arc set up in the structme through the unequal hrinking or swelling of the member . The e-
tre es eventually die out, leaving the structure tress-free but with changed dimensions. If 

the elastic limit of the wood has not been exceeded the strength has not been affected. If 
the structure is subjected to fmther moistme change no stresse are induced, since all members 
have reached the same condition and thereafter act together. 

6. When laminations of very high · and very low densities are glued together to form a 
laminated tructme, change of moi ture content induces stre ses on account of the unequal 
shrinkage or welling of the members. These tre ses eventually disappear; and, if the elastic 
limit has not been exceeded, only a change in dimen ions re ults . Fmther changes in moistme 
content induce new tresse. Within a ingle species the stre es 0 induced are relatively 
small, however, and are not likely to be serious except in extreme cases. 

7. Animal glue u ed in these tests does not set properly when the laminations are of high 
moi Lure content. The exact point where unsatisfactory re ults occm can not be determined 
from the data available, but it appears to be between 15 and 1 per cent. Also, in glued 
specimens placed under atmo pheric conditions tending to produce a moistme content of 
from 15 to 1 per cent in the wood, the glue softens and permits the laminations to be easily 
pulled apart. 

GE ERAL APPLICATION OF THE INVESTIGATION. 

Warping and twisting and the opening of glued joints are of great importance to industries 
using material con isting of mall pieces of wood joined together to form a larger structme. 
The degree to which uch change in the manufactmed products are detrimental varies, but in 
many cases a slight change i sufficient to cause rejection or at lea t necessitate extensive repairs. 

Ordinarily the furnitme industry is most a.ITected by such failmes, and when fmniture 
manufacturers undertook to produce airplane propellers on a commercial scale the same diffi
culties appeared in a magnified form. The smallest changes in shape or track and any opening 
of glued joint were reasons for rejection; and the rejected propellers could not be repaired as 
could articles of furnitme. 

The cause of warping of built-up products is not thoroughly understood. Several factors 
are commonly credited with ihe cause of most failure~, and these may appear singly or in com
bination. But all changes of form or opening of joints are the result of the development of 
stresses within the manufactmed article. 
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THE PROBLEM TO BE INVESTIGATED. 

tress is defined! as the internal force, which, when a body is subjected to external force , 
tends to hold the molecules in their original relation and to preserve the integrity of the body. 

Applying external loads to a wood structure changes its shape and develop proportionally 
re i tant stre ses until the elastic limit i reached, beyond which the rate of deformation increases 
until rupture occurs. 

Stresses may also be developed in wood which are not caused by external loading, hut 
rather from conditions within the wood. While they probably do not affect the mechanical 
properties of the wood fiber, they do combine with loading stre ses and reduce the magnitude 
of the afe external load, for the sum of both stre es can not exceed the trength of the wood 
fiber. uch stresse , caused by factors other than external loading, are properly called " internal 
tres es" and are important becau es of their influence on the quality and strength of wood 

construction. 
Wherever strength proper tie of wood arc involved, internal stres es mu t he con idel"ed. 

In the seasoning of wood, the methods and rates ' of drying and the quality and strength of the 
product turned out of the kilns' depend largely upon the extent to which the magnitude and 
character of internal stresse can be controlled. 

The devel pment of internal tres es is due largely to the hygroscopic properties of wood. 
Wood contain water in two forms- as free water in the cell cavities, which is given off first, and 
as moisture absorbed by the cell tissues, which is not given off until the free moisture i 10 t. 
The point at which moi ture begins to leave cell ti sues is called the fiber saturation point. 
Below this point 'wood shrinks with 10 of moisture and swells with gain in moi Lure, coming 
to an equilibrium with every climatic condition to which it is subjected for a sufficient leno-th 
of time. Any moisture content up to fiber saturation can be maintained in wood by proper 
control of the temperature and relative humidity of the surrounding atmo phere . . 

The magnitude of shrinking and swelling with moisture changes diITers not only for every 
species of wood, but also in each of the three directions in a tree-longitudinally (along the 
grain of the wood, radially (along the radius of a transverse face), and tangentially (along the 
circu;m:ference of an annual ring). Longitudinal shrinkage is so small as to be negligible when 
compared to radial and tangential shrinkage values. which are given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1.- hrinT.:age jrom green condition to ol'en-dry condition. 

1\ orthern wllile oak' .............................. ' 
Northern red oak 1 • •.• • ••• __ •••••• _ •••• • _ •••••••• 

Yellow birch' ........ .................... . ...... . _ 
R ed gum ' ..................................... . 
Yellow poplar I .. . . ... : .. ...... . .... __ ...... _ .... . 

liard maple I ... ................................. . 

Central American mahogany 2 •••••••••••••••••••• 

African mahogany 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••• 

Philippi ne mahogany 2 •• • •• •• _ •• ••• • ••••• • • _ •• ••• '1 

Pcrceniagc of (limen- I 
siolls when b'T('cll. 

Hadia!. 1'~Ulgential. 

.C).3 
3.9 
7.4 
5. 2 
4.1 
4.8 
3. 5 
4. 
5.0 

!).O 

8.3 
!l.0 
0.9 
(j.!) 

9.2 
4.2 
5. 5 
5. 7 

C. \~ffS~~~iin No. 556, U. S. Depnrtmeni of Agriculture, " lIlochanical Propcriies of '\"oods Grown in the "GnHcd States," by J. A. ~ewli n und T. R. 

2 Resulls of more receni tests made at Foresi Products Laboratory, 11adison. " ·is. 

The :magnitude of the shrinkage across the face of a board varies with the manner of cutting 
from the log. Purely quarter-sawed lumber (radial face) has the least shrinkage. Where 
unequal shrinkage or swelling with moisture change~ flCCurS, as in boards containing both 
plain-sawed and quarter-sawed material, twisting and cupping result. 

In laminated construction, the danger of unequal shrinking and swelling is even greater, 
for material differing widely in shrinkage properties may be combined, and since each melllber 

'Merriman's " Civil Engineers Pocket Book," 1916 edition, p. 272. 
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can not well or shrink independently (the structure must change as a whole) the excessive 
swelling of some members is restrained by the more moderate swelling of others, equal and 
opposite stresses being developed within the individual members. In a structme 0 stressed, 
the internal stresses will combine with loading stresses and precipitate failure earlier than in 

a a structure not stressed. A compari on of the 
r=--.-..... -.± .-;-:: ... ~+ a maximum strength of two structures, one 

---r- stressed and the other unstre sed, would there
, 

f 
....l......- j 

+- t-='f ':'" r:.:.-

t t t 
c T C 

t t ~ 

~{ ~{~2!f~' , " 
/-2 
. \. 

-.... : 

~ 1 + T C T 

t t t 

B . 

FIG. I.-Combining plain ... sawed and quarter ... sawed material in 
laminated construction. 

A.-Swelling oflominated construction with increasei.n moisture 
contenL. 

c= free swelling of plain-sawed member. 
a' free swelling of quarter-sawed member. 

Since members aro glued together, they must swell together and 
final swelliug - a+ e~a (sbo"m by fino dotted llne). This develops 
compression in plain-sawed member and tension in quarter-sawed 
member. 

B.- hrinkage of laminated construction with loss in moisture 
contcnt. 

c=free shrinkage of plain-sawed member. 
a- free shrinkage of quarter-sawed member. 

Since members are glued together, they must shrink together and 

fore indicate the magnitude of internal stress 
which had been developed. 

The influence of internal stresses on the 
strength of wood construction is of particular 
importance in airplane propellers, where maxi
mum strength with minimum weight and perma
nency of shape are prime requisities. This 
investigation was planned, therefore, to cover 
those sources of internal stress mo t commonly 
encountered in the manuiactme and use of air
plane propellers. 

The series of investigations of the strength 
of In.minated construction includes comprehensive 
tests to determine 2_ 

eries ~\.: Influence of combining plain-sawed 
and quarter-sawed material. 

Series 13: Influence of comhining material of 
unequal moisture content. 

Series C: Influence of combining high ... density 
and low ... density material. 

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION. 

One of the somces of internal stress is the 
final shrinkage=a+ e~a (shown by fine dotted liues). 'l'his de
velops tension in plain-sawed member and compression in quarter ... 
sawed member. variation in shrinkage properties in different 
directions in a tree, the effect of which is noticeable in combining plain-sawed and quarter
sawed material. In such a combination, unequal shrinking and swelling tend to take place 
with moisture changes, and, being restrained, cause internal stresses . Figure 1 shows the char ... 
acter of stress developed with a change in 
moi ture content in a test specimen, such as is 
shown in figure 2. 

The normal free swelling of the plain-sawed 
face is the distance " e," and the normal free 
swelling of the quarter ... sawed core is "a." Being 
bound together, the faces are restrained and 
the core is stretchcd, developing compressi\e 
stre ses in the face and ten ile stresses in the 
core; and the fmal position of the structure is 
indicated by the dotted line. A loss in moi -
ture results in stresses of opposite character. 

T 
1 

-~l~::.r -8 4 8 
f--,.!...."-. 

2 
Section A ... A 
Glued specimen 

A 

FIG.2.-Test pocimen. 

3"" .3~. "4-r-'4 ,.. 
-'"2 

Sec/ion A ... A 
Free specimen 

In either case, the member of the glued speeimen ubjected to internal tensile stress will 
fail under a smaller external load than if it were free from internal stresses. After such failure 
the entire load is shifted to the remaining member, and complete ruptme takes place at a com
paratively low load. The whole glued structure has failed then under an external load smaller 
than the sum of the loads required to break the individual free members.S 

• In the original working plan (Appendix B) Series A is designated as ~rries I, • cries B as Series JJI, and Eeries C as Series II. 
I" External load " and" strength" as used ill this report refer to test conditions such as are obtained in the test shown in figure 6. 
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For the frrst part of this study, specimens similar to those shown in figure 2 were manu
factured, ill which plain-sawed and quarter-sawed material were comhined, moisture and 
density variables being eliminated. Moisture changes were intToc1uced to develop internal 
stresses in glued pecimens, and the strength a t test was compared with that of matchrd 
un tressed specimens. 

The second source of internal stress investigated was the unequal shrinkage developed by 
gluing together laminations differing in moi ture content. All wood subjected for a sufficient 
time to the same atmospheric condition will come to practically the same moisture content. If 
the common moi ture content i not reached before as embly into laminated construction, it is 
attained after assembly, and the rcsultant unequal swelling and shrinking of the component 

o 

L 
e 

r---, ~ ,---.., 

1 
_. .-r ' --r-

t t t 
c T C 

~ t t 

tfr{ fq~' 
' " /-
2 

FIG. 3.-Combining material not 
uniform in moisture con ten t in 
laminated construction. 

Dry faces and wet core glued 
together and allowed to condition to 
eq uili bri urn. 

e= free shrinkage of wet core. 
a- free swelling of dry faces. 

Final position sho\Vll by dotted 
line. Since members are glued 
together, they must move together. 
This develops com pression in faces 
tending to swell and tension in core 
tending to shrink. 

a 
I 

I f 

t. t t 
~ 
e 

f 

~ 
~-"'=-~T-:": ~'--

t t ~ 
c T C T C T 

t t t t ~ t 
.. 

FIG. 4.-Combining high density and low density material iu lami· 
nated construction. 

A.-Swelling of laminated construction with increase in moisture 
content. 

Faees= High·density material. 
Core= Low·density material. 
c= free swelling of high. density mem ber. 
a- free swelling of low·density member. 

Since members are glued together, they must swell together and 

fUlal swelliJlg -a+ e-;a (shown by tine dotted line). 
'rhis deyelops compression in high-density member and tension in 

low denSity member. 
n.-Shrinkage of laminated construction with loss in moisture 

content. 
Faces= High-density material. 
Core=Low-density material. 
c= free shrinkage of high·density member. 
a-free shrinkage of low-density member. 

Since members are glued together, they must shriuk together and 

fmal shrinkage =a+ e-;a (sbown by tine dotted line). 
This develops tension in high·density member and compression in 

low. density member. 

parts develop inLernal Lressc as shown in figure 3, ju t as in the combining of plain-sawed 
and quarter-sawed material. 

Specimens were made of lamination dilTering in moisture content at assembly, other 
variables being eliminated, and the e pecimens were conditioned under constant atmos
pheric conditions hefore being tested, permitting all members to come to fI, common .moisture 
content. The strengLh of internally stressed glued pieces was then compared to the strenath 
of unstressed free pieces. 

The third SOUTce of internal stress investigated was the combination of material of different 
densities. High den ity wood has been found 4 to shrink and swell more than low density 
wood; hence, combining material of different densities leads to the development of internal 
tresse with moisture changes through unequal shrinking or swelling. (ee fig. 4.) 

'Bulletin No. 676, U. S. Department of Agriculture, "The Relation of the Shrin.kageand Strength Properties o( Wood to its Specific Gravity, 
by!. A. Newlin and T . R. C. Wilson . 
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Specimens were manufactured of material of different densities, other variables being elim
inated. 10isture changes were introduced to develop internal stresses and the strength of the 
glued pieces subjected to internal stresses wa compared with the strength of the free un tressed 
speClmens. 

MATERIALS USED IN INVESTIGATION. 

LUMBER. 

Lumber [or the inve tigation was taken from the stock obtained for the manufacture of 
experimental propellers. It was handled with extreme care, and all pertinent information 
concerning the particular stock was obtained and recorded. A brief description of the material 
follows: 

CENTRAL AMERICAN MAIIOGANY. 

AFRIC_L lIlAIIOGA Y. 

YELLOW BIRCII. 

Part of the material of each species was purchased in the form of logs and sawed at the 
laboratory. The remainder was sawed at outside mills under laboratory supervision. All 
of the stock was kiln dried at the laboratory. 

ORTHER_ WillTE OAK (QUARTER-SAWED). 

ORTHERN RED OAK (QUARTER-SAWED). 

Part of the material was thoroughly air-dried tock purchased from dealers. The 
rcmainder was sawed at out ide mills under laboratory supervi ion and kiln dried at the 
laboratory. 

RED G f (QUARTER-SAWED). 

Thi stock was sawed at out ide mills under laboratory supervision and kiln dried at the 
laboratory. 

YELLOW POPLAR. 

This stock was purchased in log form, and sawed and kiln dried at the laboratory. 

PHILIPPI" E MAIIOGANY. 

Thi material was from War Department stocks in the form of I-inch kiln-dried lumber. 

~ 
~ 

End VIew 

FIG. 5.-Alrican Mahogany. 

Q 
End view 

A cutting diagram was made for each log 
sawed at the laboratory or under laboratory 
supervi ion at outside mill. Each board was 
numbered for f~ture identification, and these 
numbers were recorded on the boards and 
cutting diagram. A sample record is shown 
in figure 5. 

The kiln drying in each case was done ac
cording to specifications for propeller stock. 

Upon receipt at the shop, all stock was 
surfaced and stored under constant conditions 
of temperature and relative humidity. am
pIes were taken from both ends of each 40-inch 
stick for use in making density determinations. 

TYPE OF CLUE. 

The glue used for the manufacture of the laminated specimens was an animal glue, certified 
in accordance with Bureau of Aircraft Production specification No. 14000-A. It was mixed 
in the proportion of 1 part of glue to 2t parts by weight of water and heated to 140 to 145 0 F. 
before being applied. 
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SPECIAL EQUIPMENT. 

The same shop and storage rooms were used for carrying out this investigation as were 
provided for the propeller manufacturing and storage tests which are being conducted at the 
Fore t Products Laboratory.' In the e rooms the temperature and relative humidities are 
constantly maintained at the following values: 

Woodworking room, 70° F ., with 55 per cent relative humidity. 
Glueroom, 90° F., with 65 per cent relative humidity. 
Storage room, No.3, 80° F., with 30 per cent relative humidity. 
Storage room, No.2, 80° F., with 60 per cent relative humidity. 
Storage room, No. I, 80° F., with 90 per cent relative humidity. 

SPECIMENS. 

The test specimen used were the standard specimens for tension acro s the grain, having 
the dimensions hown in figure 2. Each test piece was made of three laminations.6 a core 
t inch thick, and faces ~ inch thick. 

PLATE I.-Laminated test spocimens for tension across the grain, s110\9"ing s lops in lnanufactul"o. 

The lamina Lions for the glued-up and free (not glued) LesL specimens, hown in plate I, . 
were maLched end to end and taken as near each oLher as possible. '1'wo sLick, A and B 
(about 40 inches in length), carefully seley ted and maLched for densiLy, furnished material j 
for te, t specimens, five of which were glued and five not glued, or free. SLick B was re awed I 

longitudinally, making the two face pieces Bl and B2 • The 40-inch block was then marked I 

X and Y as shown and cut in two, making two 20-inch blocks. Block X was then glued and 
kept in the glue press 24 hours. The gluing operation was conducted in a room kept under 
constant conditions of temperatUTe (90° F.) and relative humidity (65 per cent). The lamina
tions of block Y were fastened together with metal staples. The marked end of block Y was 
placed opposite the marked end of block X and the specimens laid out and numbered as shown. 
Odd numbers indicate specimens that are glued-up and even numbers tho e not glued. The 
free specimens serve as a standard of comparison for the glued-up specimens. 

• A completede3cription of this equipment is gIven in a report, "Automatic regul ation of temperature and humidity in an ex perimental 
airplane propeller plant a nd its application to commercIal conditions," by A. C. Knauss. Junc 2, 1019 . 

• In some of the latter free specimens they were made of two pieces each ~ inch thi ck. 

6540- 22- 2 
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METHOD OF TE TING. 

The method of te ting these pecimens i indicated in figure 6, which illu trates a tandard 
test used at the Fore 1, Product Laboratory for the determination of ten ile strength across 
the grain. 

The selection of material, marking, care of specimens, and cour es of conditioning before 

." 1111!) 0. 

te ting are explained in detail in the original 
working plan, a copy of whi his includ d as 
Appendix A of this report,. 

In conditioning specimen they were 
con idered at equilibrium with the constant 
condition in which they were stored, when 
they ceased to change weight. 0 far as 
moi ture content is concerned, this as ump
tion is correct, but from a standpoint of 
tres e induced by the method of manufac

ture many had not reached their ultimate 
condition. tres es tend to die out, and if 
all pecimen had been allowed to remain 
in anyone condition 
indefiniLe period, te L 
them to be stress free. 

of storage for an 
would have hown 
Thi fact was not 

fully appreciated in the beginning of this 
• FlO. 6. work, and care wa not taken to test the 

specimens immediately after reaching apparent equilibrium. ometime delay was necessary 
because testing machine or operators were otherwise engaged. 

RECORD FORMS. 

Several special forms were u ed in recording data. A ample of each of the e with de
scriptive title is included as appendix B of this report. 

ANALY IS OF RESULTS OF SERIES A. 

THE INFLUENCE OF COMBI I G PLAIN-SAWED AND QUARTER-SAWED MATERIAL ON THE STRENGTH OF 
LAMINATED CON TRUCTION. 

The following species were studied: 
Oentral American mahogany. 
Philippine mahogany. 
Yellow birch. 
Yellow poplar. 
Red gum. 

orthern red oak. 
pecimens were made with plain- awed face and a quarter-sawed core, of uniform den ity 

and conditioned to uniform moi ture content before gluing. After manufacture, the pecimens 
were ucces ively ubjected to several atmospheric conditions, remaining in each until constant 
weight was reached. Upon leaving each condition a number of the specimens were tested, the 
remainder pa ing to the next condition, according to the following schedules: 

chedule J o. I- Glue room: Room 0.1, room No.2, room No.3. 
Schedule No.2- Glue room: Room o. 3, room No.2, room o. 1. 
Relation between radial ancl tangential tensile strength across the grain.- The members of the 

free specimens were te ted independently, giving separate data on the ten ile trength across 
the grain of the plain-sawed material and the quarter- awed material. The average of the unit 
trength of the individual member wa then taken as the strength of the free specimen. The 

glue spe imens were nece sarily tested a a unit. As shown in figure 7, the tensile strength 
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across grain (across the face of the board) of plain-sawed material is designated as radial tensile 
trength, and that of quarter-sawed material is designated as tangential tensile strength, on 

account of the nature of the failure. 
The ratio of radial to tangential ten ile strength across the grain obtained in this investiga

tion, for the e species, is hown in plate 2, in which each plotted value is the average of five te ts. 
Thi ratio eems to be independent of moi ture content up to 20 per cent, but varies over a 
comparatively large range at all mOl ture contents. The average relations found for each 
species in this test arc given in Table 2. 

TABLE 2.-Ratios bettceen radial and tangential strength across grain. 

Species. 

Central American mahogany ........... . 
Philippine mahogany ................. . 
Yellow birch ......................... . 
Yellow poplar. .... .. ...... . . ......... . 
Red gum ....................... "., .. , 

orthern red oak ...................... . 

R = UlUt radial ten silo strength aeross grain, pounds per sq uare Inch. 

R 
T 

0.73 
.80 
. 1 
.70 
.70 
.56 

T = unit tangential tellslle strength across grain, pounds per sq uare inch. 
G = unit tensile strength across grain 01 glued spcclmens, pounds pcr sqnare inch. 

G G 
T R 

O. 7 1.17 
.90 1. 12 
.91 1. 11 

5 1. 22 
.84 1. 23 
.7 1. 39 

These ratios indicate that plain-sawed lumber is weaker in tension across the face of the 
board than quarter-sawed lumber, particularly in red oak. The medullary ray of oak are very 
large and prominen t, and checking often ocmus along 
these rays in drying lumber. This fact may account 

for the extremely low ratio of ~ for oak. It also in

dicates how easily drying may reduce the racliaJ 
strength across grain of plain-sawed oak lumber. 

Oompa1'ison oj tensile strength across grain with 
changes in moisture content.- R esults of the test on 
serie covering this study arc shown in plates 3 and 4. 
Ratios of maximum uni t loads carried by glued speci
mens to maximum unit loads carried by free speci-

2G 
mens are shown at values of R + T ' and are plotted 

i 
--
- - - - "Plane of failure, 
-~ Tangential Radial 

--.... --

Test for 
tangential tens lie 

strength 
across groin 

\ 
\ 

Tesffor 
radioltensile 

strength 
across qroin 

against change in moisture content after gluing. FIG. 7. 

It will be seen that values of R ~ T do not always equal unity, indicating a difference in 

strength between glued specimens and free specimens. This may be due either to the presence 
of internal stre ses or to the elastic propcrties of the wood. If internal stresses are present, 
the capacity of the specimen to sustain external loading is ordinarily r educed, giving a ratio 
Ie s than unity. A similar ratio is al 0 obtained if the elastic properties of the members making 
up the glued pecimens are not the same. The strongest member r eceives maximum load and 
fails, thus throwing the whole load on the r emaining members and producing failure. The 
total load which the piece will therefore upport may be less than the combined capacity of all 

the members. In any case, R ~ T could not exceed unity unle s the glue film adds strength, 

and could reach unity only if internal tre ses were so distributed that the maximum strength 
of all members is reached at the same deformation, which would be rather unusual. 

Heavy lines at values of unity for R2; T arc drawn on plate 3 and 4. In Cen tral American 

mahogany, Philippine mahogany, and yellow poplar, the value of R2; T do not vary far from 
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unity, and are not appreciably affected by change in moisture content after gluing. In the 
values for yellow birch, red gum, and northern red oak, however, there seems to be a reduction 
in strength as los es in moi ture content take place after gluing. Thi inclination can not be 
due to difference in clastic properties of members in glued pieces, for such difference would be 
practically the same for all change in moi ture content. It i more likely due to the presence 
of internal stresses. 

The specimens of plate 3 were manufactured and conditioned imilar to those of plate 4. 
The shrinkage propertie of all pecies are similar although diIIerenL in deo-ree; hence, if internal 
stre es are developed in one specie, they might rea onably be expected in other, and the 
pre ence of internal ire es in some pecies but not in others eem inconsistent. The period 
of condiLioning before test, however, wa not uniform for all specimens. CenLral American 
mahoo-any, Philippine mahogany, and yellow poplar ar species of wood which change moistur 
conLent rapidly and reach equilibrium in a con tant atmo pheric condition in a comparatively 
short time. Thc species in platc 4 are of greater (knsity, change moi turc ontcnt more lowly, 
and have greater radial and tangential hrinkage than lhose of plate 3, and would consequently 
develop greater Lressc with moi ture changes. 

The ondiLioning data show that pecimen of yellow poplar and Philippine mahogany 
were allowed to remain under constant atmo pheric conditions for some time after con tant 
weight had been reachE'd, being te ted aHer periods of 13 to 25 day in the final condiLi ning 
room. The values of 0.91 and 0.93 at moi ture 10 se of 10. aIud 9.5 per cent in Central 
American mahogany are from specimens tested aftcr a period of only five to seven days, and 
the periods for value hown on plate 11 range from five to eight days. Apparently, where 

ratio of R2; T have fallen off, indicating the pre ence of internal stresses, the pecimen were 

te ted after having been subjected to climittic change for only a short period, while in tho e 
permitted to condition under uniform atmospheric condition for longer periods before test, 
internal stres es were not present. ince the pecies for which these ratios showed internal 

Lre s require longer period to reach equilibrium with climatic changes than the species for 
which th ratio showed no internal tre ,the results indicaLe that the magnitude of in ternal 
tre e changes with time. The internal stres e are set up as swelling or shrinkage takes 

place, which in turn depends on the change in moisture content. After constant weight is 
reached, however, further stresse are not set up, and, judging from the results of this test, 
those already et up seem to die out. 

Had the pecimens for value in plate 4 remained in conditioning room for longer periods 
before te t, their ratios would no doubt have approached unity, and if allowed Lo remain for 
comparatively long period, would probably have equaled the ratio of pecimens in which no 
moisture chang took place. 

The re ult of th e te t do not permit us to study the rate of change of internal str ss, 
either while in development, or while dying out. either can the ma..'(imum internal stre s 
de-vcloped be determined from the e result. ,for me te t were perhaps made while tre ses 
were not fully de-velop d, and in others the stre e at the time of t t had already fallen blow 
the maximum. :Maximum internal stres es, however, would in all cases be a great or greater 
than any hown in this tudy. 

Relation between tensile strength aero s grain oj blocks made of all q1.1arte7'-sawed boards as 
compared to block of all pZain- awed boal'ds.- The relation between the ten ile str ngth acros 
grain of flat- awed and of quarter- awed material has already been given in Table 2. The 
ten ile trength across grain (aero s the face of the board) of quarter- awed material being greater, 
laminated stock of quarter-sawed material will develop the greate t trength in the direction 
of glue joint, and, becau e of its Ie er hrinkao-c, will de-velop malleI' internal tre e, acting 
parallel to the glue joints. Purely plain- awed constructions produces the weakest structure 
in the direction of the o-lue joints. 
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The maximum trength that can po ibly be developed in laminated con truction i oh
viou ly the um of the maximum strengths of the individual member. Where plam-sawed 
and quarter-. awed material are both u ed in the laminated con truction, the maximum unit 

. R+ T 2G 
strength G occur;' when It equals - 2- ' or R + T= 1. Using this maximum trength value of G as 

1, the maximum unit trength of lamina Led con truction containing boLh plain- awed and quarLer
sawed material compared to the unit strength of purely quarter-sawed con truction become 
R+ T G G . . 2T = T' Value of T irom the Lest are shown In Table B, and plotted in plates 10 and 11. 

This value was alway ' found to be less than unity. 

Value of ~ and ~ when G = 1 are shown as dotted line in plate 3 and 4. In the p cimen 

made of northern reel oak, value of ~ were more variable ,\Then conditioned from a high mois

ture condition directly to a dry condition (lower set of data for northern red oak, plate 4) than 
when conditioned from a high to a low moisture content by succe ive tep (upper set of daLa 
for northern red oak, plate 4). Thi is perhap due to the ea e with which this pecic che k 
along the medullary rays in rapid drying. When once formed, the e checks permanently 
reduce the radial ten ile strength of the wood, for although swelling may again close the check 

G and make them invi ible the loss in trength i permanent. Values of T are not so affect d 

since incipient hakes occur less frequently in this direction. 

CO CLUSIO S FROM SERIES A TESTS. 

From this series of te t it i concluded that-
1. T n ile trength acro grain (across the face of the board) for quarter-sawed lumber i 

greater than for plain- awed lumber. Plain- awed lumber may be from 20 to 50 per cent 
weaker acro the grain, depending upon the species and method of drying. 

2. The gluing together of plain- awed and quarter- aw d tock give ri e to the develop
ment of internal tre e through unequal welling and hrinkage with changes in moi ture 
content, and results in a weakening acros grain of the laminated structure. 

3. When a laminated structure containing both quarter-sawed and plain-sawed member~ 
is subjected to conditions which cau e a change in moi ture content, the unequal swelling or 
shrinkage of different member induce tres e . These stre e reach a maximum and then 
gradually die out. The structure is then free from internal stresses but has assumed new dimen
sions; and, if the elastic limit of the wood ha not been exceeded, the trength has not been 
affected. With each change of moi tm'e content new stresse will be developed. 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS OF SERIES B. 

THE INFLUE CE OF COMBINI G MATERIAL OJ;' UNEQUAL MOISTURE CO TENT ON THE STRENGTH OF LAMI ATED 
CO STR CTIOI\. 

Te t pecimen for till eries of te t were made of the following pecic, as outlined in the 
working plan: 

Central A.meriean mahQgany. 
Philippine mahogany. 
Hurd maple. 
Yellow poplar. 
Yellow birch . 
. A.frican mahogany. 
N orthem whi te oak. 

orthern red oak. 
Red gum. 
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Specimens were manufactured in which the moisture content of the core differed from that 
of the faces by various amounts. The material for any species wa either entirely plain sawed 
or entirely quarLer sawed and within specimens was uniform in den ity. Specimen as before 
described were 'u bjected succes!:lively to various a.tmospheric condition before test. 

The properties of hide glue were found to affect mat.erially some of the results of this test. 
Hide glue is hygroscopje, and its ·trength varies mpiclly with moisture changes. When exposed 
to H ao pel' cent rpin,tive humidiLy, this alue softens until it has very little sLrrngth, tmd glue 
joints open, a;:; shown in plate.5. PlaLe (\ . hows 
the re~;:ult of attempLing to glue together lami
nations of red oak H,t 18 per cent moi ture con
tent. Sufficient water did not leave the glue to 
permit it to set and develop its full strength. 

In this series the specimens glued at 18 per 
cent moisture content showed no adhesion until 
Lhe moisture content of the wood hn.d been 
reduced to the point of setting. By this time, 
the dry members of the series had absorbed 
moisture and the actual difference in moisture 
content between core and faces at the timc when 
the glue was able to transmit stress was much 
less than when the pieces were :first assembled. 
The delelopment of internal stress in these 
specimen would therefore con'espond to mois
ture difi'erence when the glue had set enough 
to transmit stresses, mther than to the original 
moisture diiIerence. 

In the conditioning of specimens; this factor 
again appeared. Upon enLering an atmosphere 
of 90 per cent relative humidity, the glue 
softened within a few days, and members of 
specimens under stress were permitted to move 
over each other, thereby relieving the stress. 
The initial stress hn.ving d.isappeared and no 
further source of internal stre .. s being present, 
all subsequent tests would show complt'te 
rpgain in strength. 

lIARD MAPLE (pI. 7). 

Specimens of this species were mude of 
plain-sawed mn.terial. Those glued with mois
ture differences of 11 per cent began to check 
and split open soon after gluing, as illustrated 
in plate 8. The shrinkage of the wet member 
and the swelling of the ru-y member in coming 
to a. common moisture content were so rapid 
in these specimens that stresses beyond the 

PLATE 5.-Showing failure of glue jOints when subj ected to high 
humidity conditions. 

strength of the wood were developed and failure resulted. Specimens similarly manufactured 
which did not check and split open showed low strength mtios upon being tested from the glue 
room, but after being conditioned in room 1 or 3, showed a consid~rable regain in strength, and 
continued to regain strength with further conditioning. Similar results were obtained on 
specimens glued at smaller llioisture differences, indicating that the magnitude of the internal 
stresses was decreasing with continued conditioning. In practicAlly all cast's, specimen 
conditioned in a high humidity showed remarkable regain in strength, due probably to softening 
of the glue und consequent release of stresses. 

6540~22-3 
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Res1.llts of tests on specimens glued at uniform moiRture content. were quite uniform, 
indir.ating that where stresses are not developed, variations for the specie are quite small. 
The elastic properties of members of glued specimens being quite similar, no variation in r:;trength 
ratios would be expected from this source. 
PUILTPP1NE MAHuGANY (pI. 0) . 

Spel'.imens of this species were made of plain-sawed material. Results of these te ts were 
much more uniform than in mnple and no failures directly after gluin!Y were recorded. Even 
with initial moisture difference" or and 11 per cent, specimens tested from the glue room 
howed ~t maximum of only 10 to 20 per cent reduction ill strength, and this was reduced by 

further conditioning until it fell wit·hin the trength variations for this species. As ill the serie;-

P LATE 6.- howing glue joinL failures (norLhcrn white oak ). Picces glued a t 18 per eenL m oisLure eonLCllt and hold und er p ressure for 24 hours. 

of plain-sawed ::tnll quarter-sawed specimens, a eomparati\Tely longer period of conditioning wu,s 
gi yen specimens of Philippine mahogany, permitting reduction in internal stress to take place 
before test .. 
CENTRAL AMERICAN ~fArrOGANY (pI. 10). 

Specimens of this species were made of plain- awed material. This species changes moisture 
content rapidly, and its radial tensile skength aeross grain is low and somewhat variable, resulting 
in a large variation in trength ratios, even when thl) specimens were glued at uniform moisture 
content. In specimens glued with moisture differences bet.ween face and core, results were more 
nriable, regain in trerigth being found in some specimens and apparent loss In strength being 
found in others . 

There seemed to be a general inclination toward higher strength ratios at low moistme con
~en.ts. If the glue film add any strength, it effect on the strength ratio would be. most apparent 
in species of low tensile strength, acrm?s grain and at low moisture contents, at which glue has 
its greatest tensile strength. This may be partly responsible for such inclination in this species. 
YELLOW BIRCH (pI. 11). 

Specimens were made of plain-sawed naterial. Moisture changes take place comparatively 
slowly in this species, and the radial tensile strength across the grain is comparatively high. 

'-------------------------------~~--------------------------------~--~-------------------------------------------------
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Consequently, strength ratios were more uniform. In specimens manufactured with large 
moi ture differences no great development of internal stress appeared when tests were made on 
them directly on leaving the glue room, and further conditioning brought practically all results 
within the strength variation for this pecies . 
YELLOW POPLAR (pI. 12). 

Specimens were made of plain-sawed material. This species i easily affected by moisture 
changes. Re ulLs from other species indicated that moisutre differences of 3 per cent were 
practically neO"ligible; hence thi condition wa omitted in thi test. - As hown in the series on 

plain- awed and quarter-sawed specimens, the 
study on yellow poplar was· extended over a 
comparatively long period of time. This was 
not intentional, but was due to unforeseen 
delays in testing. Results of tests for thi 
species gave liUle indication of stress at time 
of test, showing that if tre cs had developed, 
they had di appeared before test to such an 
extent that strength ratios Iell within the 
strength variation for the pecies. 

AFRICAN MAIIOGA Y (pI. 13) . 
pecimens were made of quarter- awed 

material. This species changes moi ture con
tent readily. trength ratios for specimens 
glued with large moisture differences wer 
only slightly lower than for those glued at 
uniform moisture content, and were a maxi
mum when te ted at low moisture contents, 
again suggesting the possibility of glue-film 
trength affecting the ratio. Only slight indi

cations of internal stre were found. 

RED GUM (pI. 14). 
pecimens were made of quarter-sawed 

material. Tangential ten ile strength across 
the grain is comparatively high, and moisture 

PLATE .- Laminated mar Ie showing tensicn failures du e to moisturo change takes place at a moderate I' at c . 
difference a t time of gluing. Odd nwnbers indicate glued pieces . Strength ratios of specimens glued at large 
Even numbers indicate free pieces. moisture differences showed as much as 20 per 

cent reduction in strength, but in nearly all cases thi was reduced by further conditioning, 
indicating the dying out of stresses. 

ORTHER WHITE OAK (pI. 15) . 
Specimens were made of quarter-sawed material. This pecie changes moisture contcnt 

slowly, and posses es high tangential tensile strength across grain, giving rather small variation 
in strength ratio. Only slight indication of internal stress at time of te t were found, and in 
such cases further conditioning served to reduce the magnitude of the internal stress. 0 

doubt if the specimens had been tested immediately after reaching moisture equilibrium, 
greater stre es would have been found . 

ORTHER RED OAK (pI. 16). 
pecimens were made of quarter-sawed material. Tangential strength acro s grain is 

comparatively high, resulting in a small tr ngth-ratio variation, and moi ture change take 
place lowly. pecimens were tested after conditioning in the glue room only. Indications 
of internal tress were light, even for pecimens manufactured with high moisture difference . 
This was probably due to the long conditioning period. Further conditioning served to reduce 
the magnitude of internal tresses until they fell within the strength variation for the species. 
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PLATE g.-Results of tests showing relation between tensile strength across grain o[ laminated specimens (glued at wtiform and a t nonuni [arm 
moisture conditions) and tensile strongth aoross grain of free specimens after both ha"c been subjected to various a tmospheric concliti olls. 
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PLATE IO.-Results of tests showing relation between tensile strength across grain of laminated specimens (glued at uniform and at nonuniform 
moisture conditions) lind tensi ' ~ strength across grain offree specimens after both hlwe heen suhjected to various atmospheric conditions. , 
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PL\T ~ [I .-R esults of test , showing relation between tensile strength across grain of :aminated specimens (flued at unifcrm and a t nonllllifoml 
moislure con Ii Uons) and t ensile strcn!(1,h a cross grain offree specimens a fter both ha\'e been suhjected to va , i tiS a tmospheric condilions. 
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PLATE 12.-Results of tests showing re!ation between tensile strength across grain of laminated specimens (glued at uniform and at nonuniform 
moisture conditions) and tensile strength across grai n of fr e specimens art~r both have been su bjected to various atmosphe ric condi tion~. 
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PLHE 14.-Results of tests sho'Ning re'alion between tensile strength ac ross gra in of laminated specimans (glued at uniform and at nonuniform 
moisture conditions) and tensi'e strength across grain of free specimens after loth have been subjected to "arious atmosphericcondHions. 
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PLATE i5.-Resul ts of tests showing relation between tensile strength across grain of laminated specimens (glued at uniform and at nt nuniform 
moisturecoa 1itiollS) an j te:Bile strellJth a~r033 grain of free specimellS after both have been subj ected to various atmospheric conditions. 
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PLATE l6.-Resu'ts of tests showing re'ation between tensi:e strength across grain of laminated specimens (glued at uniform and at nonuniform 
moisture conditions) and tensi:e strellgth across grain of free specimens after both have been subjected to varions atmospheriC conditions. 
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That internal stre ses of serious magnitude can be developed by gluing together material 
of different moisture contents is hown by the failure of maple specimens soon after manufacture. 
While this action occurred only in the maple specimens for which the rate of slu'inkage was high, 
internal stresses would likewi e be et up, to a Ie er degree perhaps, in the other species with 
relatively high rates of shrinkage. The rapid regain in strength in maple specimens which did 
not fail immediately after gluing, hows that the internal stresses are developed to a maximum 
and then die out, probably at a constantly decreasing rate. The results for other species con
form to the same theory and indicate that if pecimens are allowed to condition for a long period 
of time, internal stress will completely disappear. 

CONCL SIONS FROM SERIES B TESTS. 

From this series of tests ille following concl usioD ' seem Wt1lTan ted: 
1. The gluing togetber of laminations of differant moisture contents giyes ri. e to in~el'lluJ 

3tres~es on account of the unequal swelling and shrinkage as the lami.nations approach a com
mon moi ture content. This re ult in a weakening across the grain of the structure, whirh 
may be of sufficient magnitude to cau 'e rupture of members of the 1a.miuated structure. 

2. When a lamrnatell structure is composed of members whose moi ture (;ontents arc 
not. the same, the moisture in the wood tend to equalize, and strrsses are set up in the structure 
through unrqual shrinkage or sWf'lling of tbe members. These tre e die out, lravrnO" the 
structure stress-free but with chtl,llged dimensions: and, if the eIn. t.ic limit of the woon has 
not been exceeded, the strength i. not Ilrrected. Tf the structure is subjected to further 
moisture change, no stresses arc induced, since all members have rell.ched the s lme condition 
Iln,l act together. 

3. Animal glue u ed in these tests docs not set properly when the laminations arc of mther 
high moisture content. Tho exact poiI,!t where unsati fH.ctory results occur can not be deter
mined from the duta secured, but it appears to be between 15 and ] 8 per cent.. Also, glueJ 
specimens placed under conditions tending to produce a moisture uontent of from 15 to 18 
per cent in tbe wood indicate that the glue softens and permits the laminations to be oa i1y 
pullerl apart. 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS OF SERIES C. 

THE INFLUENCE OF COMBINING HIGH-DENSITY A 0 LOW·DENSITY MATERIAL ON THE STnENGTH OF LAMINATED 
CONSTRUCTION. 

Glued and free specinlClls were marl!' in which face and core differed in density. The 
directiun of the annual ring' within a species and t.he moi ture content at gluing were made 
uniform. 

In this series the elastic properties of the wood also affect streneLh ratios or the Lest,lugh
densit,y wood u ually haT'ing greater strength 7 an(l elasticity than low-den ity wood. Results 
of the tests are shown in plates 16 to 21, inclusi \'e. 
CE TRAL AMERICAl MAIIOGANY. 

This is a species of relatively low l'ac'!ial tensile strength ftCl'OSS the grain. Small variations 
in strength result, therefore, in con idera.blo \'ariation of strength ratios, as se.:!n in plate 16, 
where laminated specimen of uniform density gaT'e variable results with or without moisture 
changes. Theoretically, the e specimens developell no internal ·tre with moisture changes, 
and the strength ratios should equal unity. 

In the specimens made of mixed-density material, greater variations were obtained, 
pussibly due to variation in elastic pl'opertie , to the presence of internal stresses, or to both. 
Internal stresses should come, however, only with changes in moisture content, because the 
laminations were brought to equilibrium before ~eing glued. Specimens in which moisture 
chn.nges had taken place' showed only slight recluctiun in strength r,l.tio below those hlning no 
change in moisture (.lontent, inchcatlllg that if internal stresses were }.Iresent, they were of small 
magnitude. 

7 Bulletin No. 676, U. S. Department of Agriculture, "The Relation of the Shrinkage and Strength Properties of Wood to its Specific Gravity," 
by 1. A. Newlin and T. R. C. Wilson. 

86540-22-5 
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HARD MAPLE. 

Thi is a peCle of relatively high raclial tensile strength acro s the grain, and strength 
ratio (pI. 17) for specimens of uniform density weI' less variflble Lhan for Central American 
mahogany. Although greater variation of trcngth ratios, due probably to yrrriation in cIa. tic 
properties, is found in specimens of mixed (lensity, a,erage ratios remain the same for all 
moisture changes, indicating thfl.t only slight, jf any, internal stresses were present at time 
of test. 
PmLIPPINE MAITOGANY . 

This is a species of relatively low radial ten ile strength aero the grain, and strength 
ratio for this species (pI. 18) were omewhat ,ariable for specimens of uniform den ity. 

pecimen of mixed den ity gaye strength ratios somewhat more variable, hut wit.h the same 
<l\'crage oyer all ranges of moi ture chttng, indicfl.Ling hut, sLighL, if any, internal tre. e' 
prC'sent :It Lhe Lime of (c.-l ing. 
YELLOW POPLAR. 

Thi i a species of medium but variable radial ten ile strength acro s the grain, glvmg 
quite variable trength ratio , even for pecimens of uniform den ity material (pI. 21). Speci
mens of mixed den ity material howed a similar variation in the tensile strength acro s grain, 
but indicated at the time of test no development of appreciable internal stresses due to change 
in moisture content. 
YELLOW BIROIT. 

This is a species of relatively high radial tensile trength across the grain, and strength 
ratio for uniform density specimen are only moderately variable (pI. 19) . pecimens of 
mixed den ity gave no indicaLion of inlernal s lre s development with moi ture changes, excepL 

those having greatest den ity difIerence C{5, =.779 -.761). The value here are sofew, how

ever, that they can not be taken to indicate serious stress conditions inconsistent with values 
for specimen of other densities. 
AFRICAN lIfAITOGANY. 

Tlus pecies is of comparatively low tangential tensile strength, and quite variable strength 
ratios were obtained for specimens of uniform and of nonuniform den ity material. The results 
(pI. 1 ) do not indicate moisture changes cau ing any serious development of internal stress u.t 
time of test. 

J ORTlIER wmTE OAK. 

This species is of comparati,ely high tangential tensile strength acro s the grain , glvmg 
uniform strength raLios (pI. 20). pecimens of mL\:ecl density gave trength ratios as great a 
those of uniform density, indicating that there were no internal stresses at time of test. 

ORTlIERN RED OAK. 

Tlus pecie al 0 po esses relatively high tangential tensile strength across the grain, 
and the strength ratios (pI. 20) are comparable in uniformity with those of other species. No 
indications of internal stress at time of te t were found . 
RED GUM. 

This pecies is lower in tangential ten ile trength across grain than the oaks and is also 
more variable. Results (pI. 19) for specimens of mixed density do not indicate lower strengths 
than for those of uniform den ity, nor were internal tresses apparent u.t time of test. 

CO CLUSIO S ~'HOM SERIES C TESTS. 

The result of these te ts do not indicate that internal stre es of any erious magnitude 
are developed by the unequal shrinkage propertie of material of rather extreme densities 
within the species studied. While stre ses may be et up in laminated construction containing 
material of the various densitie found within a species, they are apparently of small magni
tude and within a comparatively short time become 0 ::>mall that they fall within the variation 
of the strength properties. 
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From this series of tests the following conclusion appears warranted: 
When laminations of very high and very low densities are combined to form a laminated 

structure, change of moisture content induces stresses on account of the unequal shrinkage or 
swelling of the members. These stresses disappear, and, if the elastic limit of the wood has 
not been exceeded, only a change in dimension results. Further changes in moisture content 
induce new stresses. Within a single species the stresses so induced are relatively small, how
ever, and not likely to be serious except in extreme cases. 
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PLATE 21.-Results oC tests showi ng relation between tensi~e strength across grain of laminated specimeJ]s (glued of uniform density and of nOIl
uniform density stock) and tensile strength across grain of fre$peciruens after both have been subjected to various atmosrheric conditions. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. 

The outstanding feature of this series of investigations is the decrease in magnitude of 
internal stresses with time. Although shrinkage governs the development of internal stres es, 
the time factor affects Lhe permanency of these stresses. In laminated construction containing 
plain-sawed ~nd quarter- awed material, results showed internal stresses in specimens te ted 
after a comparatively short· period of conditioning, but showed ab ence of such stresses ,vhere 
specimens were conditioned for comparatively long periods before test, due consideration being 
given to the rate of moi ture change peculiar to the species. Thus there is strong indication that 
internal stre ses die out under constant uniform atmospheric conditions . 

Evidence from the series in which material of different moisture contents was glued together 
showed development of internal stresses in some specimens of maple sufficient to cause rupture. 
In other specimens similarily made, which did not fail under internal stresses and which were 
allowed to condition under uniformly constant atmospheric conditions, there was evidence of a 
remarkable regain in strength, corroborating further the theory that internal stresses die out 
in time, provided atmospheric conditions remain constant. Results from the other species of 
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this series showed the development of internal stres es to a Ie ser extent, and likewise showed 
regain in strength with continued conditioning. 

The eries in which variable shrinkage due to den ity difference was studied indicated that 
stre es developed from thi source are much Ie s significant than those caused by moisture 
differences at time of gluing, or by the combining of plain-sawed and quarter-sawed material. 
The results have shown that internal stres in numerous species disappears under constant 
atmo pheric conditions, but the specimens suffered permanent deformation. Thi must be due 
to a property of the wood fiber , by virtue of which it may be deformed and develop resistant 
stre s, but in which the stress gradually disappears, leaving the deformation permanent. uch 
property must be inherent in the wood itself, irrespective of the source of internal stress, and the 
theory explains the dying out of internal stre ses in the laminated specimens of these tests. In 
order, however, that the strength of the wood hall not be peTmanently reduced, internal stresses 
must not have exceeded its elastic limit. 

The development of internal tresses is due to unequal hTinking and swelling, and the 
magnitude of stress developed will vary with the magnitude of such inequality. The inequality 
of shJ .. inkage within a pecies between wood of low den ity and wood of high density, for any of 
the pecies studied in this tc t, does not seem to be enough to cause seTious internal stTess with 
moi ture changes of even 10 or 12 per cent. StTe ses so developed eventually die out when 
11 uniform mois ture content is maintained. Any change in moisture content develop new 
stresses, which al 0 eventually disappear under constant moistUTe conditions. 

Between plain- awed and quarter-sawed material the inequality of shTinkage i greater; 
and larger stresses are developed with moisture changes. Moisture diffeTences between lamina
tions at gluing can develop tres e of even greater magnitude, capable sometimes, as shown in 
the test, of causing failure without application of external loading. 

The shTinkage properties given in Table 1 give some indication of the factor which is likely 
to develop the greatest internal stress in laminated con truction of any specie. Values from 
Table 1 may be u ed in comparing the magnitude of unequal shTinkage in laminated con truc
tion of plain and quartered material when undergoing moisture changes after manufacture, 
with the unequal shTinkage caused by gluing together material of different moistUTe contents. 

Internal stresses that have once died out do not always recur with a change in moisture 
content. WhIm only moi tUTe differences exi t at the time of gluing, the source .of stre s dis
appear when a common moisture content is reached. Thereafter all members will change 
moisture content at the same rate, and hrinking or swelling will be approximately equal. 

Unequal hrinkage due to den ity difference, or to method of sawing, does not perma
nently disappear with conditioning, and each moi ture change ets up new tJ'esse , i.rrespective 
of previou moi ture contents or conditioning. 

The results of this test do not indicate the rate of development or disappeaTance, nor the 
magnitude to which internal stresses aTe developed. Failure of specimens in maple indicated 
that internal tros es beyond the strength of the wood may be developed. tresses measured 
at te t give merely the stress at that particulaT time and can not be taken a the maximum. 
The rate of development and di appearance of stre no doubt varies with the size of con tTUC
tion, species of wood u ed, and magnitude of source of stress, and can be determined only by 
an actual test with re pect to time. 

In commercial practice, the sources of tre s frequently occm in combination; and each 
lends its influence with respect to the development of internal stresses. Plain-sawed and 
quarter-sawed material of different den ities and at different moi ture contents aTe frequently 
combined. Since gluing at diffeTent moi ture content causes the greate t development of 
internal stres e , elimination of thi source of stress is highly de irable. This can be accom
pli hed only by bringing the moisture content of material to the same uniform condition before 
the structuTe is glued up. Combining plain-sawed and quarter-sawed material in the same 
structure develops stress M somewhat les er magnitude with mois~e changes. Where maxi
mum trength aero s grain, in the direction of the glue joints, i de ired in built-up construction, 

" 
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mixing plain and quartered material should be prohibited, as it result in a weakening of the 
structure which may be temporary but will return with each subsequent change in moisture 
content. 

Controlling variables to eliminate the development of internal stresses inerea es the diffi
culties of manufacture. The density of wood is difficult to determine except by actual te ts, 
and the light development of stresse from thi ource can be more ea ily offset by the u e of 
somewhat lower working stresses. Moisture differences before gluing can be eliminated by 
proper conditioning of the material, which, although not inexpensive, i highly desirable because 
of the stres es thereby avoided. Matching material for uniformity in direction of annual growth 
rings reduces th amount of available material and increasc the cost of the finished article 
quite appreciably. Only Lwo courses of action can be followed to eliminate the developmenL 
of serious stresse from Lhis cau e. Either the maLerial mu L be elected to give uniform match
ing of grain- and thi only ervc to minimize the development of tresse with moisture 
changes- or the moisture conLenL of Lhe con truction containing both plain-sawed and quarter-
fl,wed material mu t he prevented from changing, itn extremely difficult ta Ie to accomplish. 

The effect of internal tres e in airplane p~'opellers can be minimized by Lhe proper con
trol of manufacturing. T sLs on airplane propeller have shown that changes in moisture con
tent cau e fini hed propellers to warp a.nd become unfit for service.s Preventing such changes 
by maintaining con tant moi ture content would also eliminate any development of internal 
tress; provided moisture con ten ts at gluing were uniform, and the maximum strength of the 

propeller would be retained. 

8 "The [nfiuence)1 Atmospheric and ManuracLuring Conditions on .\irplane Propellers." ProjeeL 233, dated July ,1920, by A. L. Heinl and 
A. C. Knauss. 



APPENDIX A.-WORKING PLAN. 

PURPOSE OF THE INVESTIGATIO S. 

Field observation and test of timber construction involvinO' laminations and glued joint 
have indicated that difference in moisture content, difference in density, the combining of 
quarter-sawed with plain-sawed material induce stresses due to atmo pheric conditions that 
cause checking or opening of the glued joint, or combine with working tre ses, and in this way 
contribute to failure. 

The purpose of this investigation j Lo obLain information for usc in the de ign and con
struction of airplane members made of laminated wood, with special reference to propellers. 
Conditions similar to those of field service will be maintained and controlled and the tesL 
specimens subjected to them. Rooms will be provided in which there can be maintain d 
under control con tant conditions of LemperaLure and relative humidity. These conditions 

·················· r 
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are Lo be such as to approximate the extreme condi
tions found in actual eryice. 

The specific information sought i : 
1. A comparison of the strength acros the grain 

laminated construction made entirely of quarter
awed material, partly of quarter-sawed and partly of 

plain- awed, and entirely of plain- awed boards under 
such conditions as may Lake place after gluing, fl,fLer 
Lhe eason ing period, or in Lransferring Lhe glued mem
ber from one condiLion to another. 

FIG . . - Tcst spec imen. 
2. A comparison of the strength across the grain of 

laminated con truction made of piece of diIIerent densities, with the view of determining the 
limit of density difference that may be afely had in the con tituent members of laminated 
construction when they undergo certain atmo pheric conditions. 

3. A compari on of the strengLh acros the grain of laminated qon truction made of piece 
differing in moi Lure content at Lhe time of gluing, when the e are ubsequently allowed to 
come to a uniform moisture content. 

It i proposed to combine thi informal ion with data to be obtained from service failure 
and lata taken on built-up propeller undergoing the same condiLion , wiLh a view of e tab
lishing a recommendaLion as to the allowable mOl ture and den iLy difference and resLriction 
upon the use or plain- awed, quarter- awed, or plain- awed combined with quarter-sawed 
material. 

MATERIAL. 

In order to accompli h the purpo e of this project, laminated test pieces will be made of 
each of five pecie representing three cIa ses or wood matel'ial used in propeller construction , 
and tested. Other pecie will be added later, if deemed aclvi able. A series of te ts will be 
made for each of the follo,ring species of woods: 

Central American mahogany ( wetenia mahogani). 
African mahogany (Khaya senegaZensis) . 
NorLhern white oak (Quercu sp .). 

orthern red oak (Quercu.s S1)') . 
Yellow birch (B etula sp. ). 
Red gum (Liquidambar slyracijlua). 
Y cllow poplar (L il'iodendron iuZiZJijel'a). 
lIard maple (Acer saccharum). 
Philippine mahogany (Shorea p.). 
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All pieces used in the test specimens are to be cut from clear material free from checks. 
This material will be selected from kiln-dried stock on hand at this laboratory, for which com
plete data on other wood properties is available. 

TEST SPECIME s. 
The test specimens shall have the dimensions shown in Figure 8. Each test piece is to be 

made of three laminations, a center, %: inch thick, and sides % inch thiclc The laminations 
are to be glued together when practicable in 20-inch lengths, making blocks from each of which 
four standard specimens for ten ion across the grain are to be cut. Other te t specimens are 
to be made up in the same manner, but not glued together. Each free specimen is to be matched 
to a glued-up specimen and serve a a standard of comparison for the glued-up blocks. These 
are to be te ted in the usual manner . Laminations for the glued and free test pieces are to be 
matched end to end and taken as near each other as possible. Sketches will be made showing 
direction of the annual growth rings in each lamination of each pecimen. 

S ample data sheel .. 

Wct Wet Dry Dry % High,av.,' eries I Paired I % M. C'I Weight Group 
Stick No. weight. weight weieht volume moisture Density . or low I assign· with aL a t assign· 

slick. di k . disk . disk. con Lent. dcnsiLy. ~ sLick No. gluing. I glui ng. I ment. 
----------- ------

1. .... .. .......... 746 17.92 15. 99 32. 1 12. 2 0. 499 A I 179 7.0 712 I F (1- 10) 
2 ................. 754 17.96 16. 25 32. 0 10.5 

~I 
A I ISO 7.0 730 IF (11- 20) 

3 . .. .............. 752 1 . 00 16.15 31. 7 11.5 A III 5 7.0 722 III A(I- IO) 
4 . . . .. . ... . ••... . . 742 17.90 15. 7 32. 0 12. . 496 A I 206 7.0 703 I G (1- 10) 
5 .. . .............. 747 17. 62 IS. 9 3 l. 6 11. 0 . 503 A III 3 7.0 720 III A(l - IO) 
6 . . . .............. 83 20. 36 18. 46 32.7 10.3 . 565 H II 7 1 .0 97 II H (1- 10) 
7 .. . .............. 8-11 20.34 18.35 32.7 10. . 561 H II 6 18.0 95 II H (1- 10) 
8 ..... . . . ...... . .. 72l 17.00 15. 31 33. 0 10. . 464 L II 17 14.0 742 II Y(5 l-60) 

11----------3· 5 "----------ll ~ ," Q 1.------- --------- +1-'-20-"4" 

Moisture and densily d isc. " Sfick 

FIG.9.-Sh et showillg data lIsc1 in determining physical properties of maierial and assign ment to sched ule of working plan. 
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= Crol.lJ) It 1-20 J T 

~ 21-40 J T 

= 41-60 J T 

== 61.'0 J T 

Gr oup C 1 - 20 J T 

21-40 J T 

41·60 J T 

61, '0 J T 

Gr oup D 1 - 20 

21·"0 

41-60 

61·80 

Group £ 1 -20 

21-40 

~1·60 

61·80 

t= = Cr oup r 1-20 J T I 

e = 21-40 J T 

= 1j.1-60 J T 

~ 61·80 J T 

~ Croup C 1 - 20 

~ 21-1j.0 

~ ~1·60 

t= 61.80 

t= Croup H 1-20 J T 

~ 21·40 J T 

~ 41·60 J T 

~ bl-60 J T 
..; . Spoo1men. rea.ched. con.ta.nt wei ght 1n !inal cond1t1oni ng rooll. 

T "! W3re tutod . 

FIG. 1O.-CharL showing record of condiLioning of specimens. Portion of char t at left shows progress of specimens through rooms in cond itioning 
schedule. 
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MOl TURE DETERMINATIONS. 

Moisture determinations will be made upon each board from which the 20-inch laminations 
are cut. Three blocks 1 inch in length along the grain are to be cut from approximately the 
third points of the board. A I-inch section is to be cut from the center of each 20-inch block 
at the time the block is cut into test specimens, for the purpose of determining the average 
moisture content of the block. Moisture determinations will al 0 be made upon each test piece 
after rupture-one-half of the broken test piece is to be sawed apart and the moisture content 
obtained for each lamination-the average moisture content of the test piece to be obtained 
from the other half en masse. The test specimens will be weighed at such intervals as are 
necessary for obtaining information on the rate of change of moi ture in laminated con truction. 

MARKING. 

All of the information available (shipment, tree, and piece) shall be indicated in the standard 
way. Be ides these items the test specimen is to have a mark giving the series, the group, and 
the number. eries are to be indicated with roman numerals, groups with capital letters, and 
the numbers with ordinary Arabic numerals. In uch cases, when test piece are made of the 
ame material as the propellers outlined in working plan for project L-233 JD as regard den ity, 

moi ture content, etc., the test specimen is to have a mark corre ponding to the mark on the 
propellers. 

SERIES I. - MATCHING PLAIN SAWED WITH QUARTER SAWED. 

BmCR, OAK, AND MAHO GA Y ARE TO BE TESTED. 

Preparation oj test pieces.-The center lamination of each te t piece i to be quarter sawed 
and the sides plain sawed. All laminations are to be cut from clear material, free from check . . 
Density shall be ba ed upon oven-dry weight and volume, and a determination shall be made 
upon each of the boards from which the 20-inch laminations are cut. Moi ture conditions are 
to be obtained by mean of the conditioning rooms provided for this purpose. The average 
moi ture content will be determined by weighing the test pieces from time to time. Each te t 
pecimen will be conditioned in consecutive rooms, passing through all of the condition preccLl

ing that condition at which the te t piece is to be broken. 9 

The following temperatures and humidities are to be maintained in the conditioning rooms: 

Relative Tempera-
humidity. ture. 

Glue room ........ . . . . . . .. ...... . ... . . . ...... . ... . 
,Vorkshop .. .......................... . . . .. . .. . .. . 
First conditioning room ............. . ..... . ..... . . 

econd conditioning room ........... . . . ... " " ... . 
Third conditioning room ........... ... .......... . 

GRO P A. 

Per cent. 
65 
55 
30 
60 
90 

o F. 
90 
70 
o 
o 
o 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at th time of testing to be that pro
duced by conditioning in the glue room. Odd number indicate test pecimens that are glued 
up; even numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

No. 

1- 20 
21-40 
41-60 
61-80 

• See "Purpose of the Investigations," above. 

Moisture per cent when glued. 

umber of 
test pieces. Center quarter Sides Oat 

~awed. sawed. 

20 7 7 
20 10 10 
20 14 14 
20 1 1 
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GRO P B. 

Avcrage moi ture content throughout the te t pieces at the time of testing to be that produced 
by final conditioning in the workshop after conditioning in the glue room. Odd numbers indi
cate te t specimens that are glued up i even numbers indicate test specimens that are not 
glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together'. 

Numoorol 
Moisture per cent when glued. I 

o. test pi ces. Center quarter Sides nat 
sawed. sawed. 

1-20 20 7 7 
21- 40 20 10 10 
41- 60 20 14 14 
6l- 80 20 1 18 

----

GRO P , 

A verage moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that produced 
by final conditioning in the first conditioning room after conditioning in the glue room and then 
in the workshop. Odd numbers indicate the test specimens that are glued up i even numbers, 
test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

o. 

1- 20 
21-40 
41-60 
61- 80 

Moisture per cent when glued. I 
Number 01 
test pieces. 

20 
20 
20 
20 

Cen ter quarter 
sawed. 

7 
10 
14 
18 

GROUP D. 

ides nat 
sawed. 

7 
10 
14 
1 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that produced 
by final conditioning in the second conditioning room after conditioning in the glue room and 
the first conditioning room consecutively. Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are 
glued up i even numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

Moisture per cent when glued. 

No. Number 01 
test pieces. 

Center. Sides. 

1-20 20 7 7 
21-40 20 10 10 
41-60 20 14 14 
61- 80 20 18 18 

GROUP E. 

Average moi ture content throughout the te t pieces at the time of testing to be that produced 
by final conditioning in the third conditioning room after conditioning in the glue room, work 
shop, first and second conditioning rooms consecutively. Odd numbers indicate test specimens 
that are glued UP.i even numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 
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Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together . 

I Moisture per ccnt when glued. 

No. Number of 
test pieces. 

Center. Sides. 

1- 20 20 7 7 
21-40 20 10 10 
41- 60 20 14 14 
61- 0 20 18 18 

--
GRO P F. 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that produced 
by final conditioning in the third conditioning room after conditioning in the glue room and then 
in the work shop. Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up; even numbers indi
cate test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

Moisture per cent when glued. 

No. Number of 
test pieces. 

Center. Eides . 

1-20 20 7 I--.l~ 
21-40 20 10 
41- 60 20 14 

I 
14 

61-80 20 18 18 

GROUP G. 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that produced 
by final conditioning in the second conditioning room after conditioning in the glue room, 
work shop and third conditioning room consecutively. Odd numbers indicate test specimens 
that are glued up; even numbers indicate test pecimens that are not glued up . 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

Moisture per cent when glued. 

No. Number of 
test pieces. 

Center. Side.~. 

1-20 20 7 7 
21-40 20 10 10 
41-60 20 14 14 
61-80 20 18 18 

GROUP H. 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that produced 
by final conditioning in the first conditioning room after conditioning in the glue room, work 
shop, and third and second conditioning rooms consecutively. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces aTe glued together. 

Moisture per ccnt when glued. 

No. Number of 
test pieces. 

Center. ddes. 

1-20 20 7 7 
21-40 20 10 10 
41--£0 tlO 14 14 
61-80 20 18 18 
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SERIES 2.- DENSITY DIFFERENCE. 

BIRCH, OAK, AND MAHOGANY ARE TO BE TESTED. 

Preparation of test pieces.- The lamination for birch and mahogany are to be cut from 
plain-sawed material and the laminations for oak are to be cut from qual'ter- awed material. 
All material is to be clear and without checks. Density is to be determined upon three I-inch 
sections cut from each board at approximately the third points. After the density has been 
determined, the boards are to be selected. Three groups are to be made con isting of boards 
having a comparatively high density, a comparatively low densiLy, and a mL'{ed density. 
The e te t pieces are to be mark d with numbers corresponding to numbers on propellers built 
under l ike conditions a to specics, moi tm-e content, and density. Each test specimen will be 
conditioned in consecutive rooms passing through all of the conditions preceding that condition 
at which the test piece is to be broken. 10 

GROUP A. 

Alllamination to contain 7 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of a compara
tively high density. Odd numbers indicate test specimcns that are glued up; even numbers 
indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

No. 

1- 20 
21- 40 
41- 60 
61- 0 
81-100 

Number of I Average moisture content at time 
test Picces._ f te s t. 

20 I Glue room conditions. 
20 Work shop. 
20 First conditioning room. 
20 Second conditioning room. 
20 Third conditioning room. 

GROUP B. 

All laminations to contain 10 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of a compara
tively high density. Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up; even numbers 
indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

No. 

1- 20 
21- 40 
11- 60 
61- 80 
81-100 

I Numberof 
test pieces. 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

A verage moisture con ten t at time 
of test. 

Glue room conditions. 
Work hop. 
First conditioning room. 
Second conditioning room. 
Third conditioning room. 

GROUP C. 

All laminations to contain 14 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of a compara
tively high density. Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up ; even numbers 
indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

No. 

1- 20 
21- 40 
41- 60 
61- 80 
81-100 

10 See UPurpose or the Investigations," above. 

Number of 
test pieces. 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 

Average moisture con len tat time 
of test. 

I 
Glue room conditions. 
Work shop. 
First conditioning room. 
Second conditi0ning room. 

I Third conditioning room. 
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GROUP D. 

All laminations to control 1 per ccnt moisture at the time of gluing and be of compara
tively high density. Odd numbers indicate te t specimen that are glued up; even numbers 
indioo.te test specimens that are not glued up. 

No. 

1- 20 
21- 40 
41- 60 
61- 80 
81-100 

Number of Average moisture content at time 
test pieces. of test. 

20 Glue room conditions. 
20 Work shop. 
20 First conditioning room. 
20 Second conditioning room. 
20 Third conditioning room. 

GROUP E. 

All laminations to contain 7 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of a compara
tively high density. Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up; even numbers 
indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

No. 

1-20 
21-40 
41-60 

I Number of Average moisture content at time 
test pieces. octest. 

20 Third conclitioning room. 
20 , econd conditioning room. 
20 First con litioning room. 

GROUP F . 

All laminations to contain 10 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of a compara
tively high density. Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up; even numbers 
indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

No. 

1-20 
21-40 
41-60 

I 
Numberof Average moisture content at time 
test pieces. of test. 

20 Third conditioning room. 
20 Second conditioning room. 
20 First conditioning room. 

GRO P G. 

All laminations to contain 14 pel' cent moi ture at the time of gluing and be of a compara
tively high density. Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up; even numbers 
indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

No. 

1-20 
21-40 
41-60 

Number of 
test pieces. 

AveragemoistureconLentat time I 
of test. 

- ----- -

20 
20 
20 

1'hird conditioning room. 
econd conditioning room. 

First conclitioning room. 

GROUP H. 

All laminations to contain 1 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of a com
paratively high density. Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up; even 
numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

I 
No. Number of Averagemoistnre content at Lime 

test pieces. of test. 

1-20 20 Third conditioning room. 

I 
21-40 20 Second conditioning room. 
41-60 20 First conditioning room. 
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GRO P J. 

Alllamination to contain 7 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of a compara
Lively low density. Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up; even numbers 
indicate test specimens that arc not glued up. 

No. Nwnborof Avcrago moisture contcntat time 
test pieces. oHest. 

1- 20 20 Gluo room condition. 
21- 40 20 Work shop condition. 
41- 60 20 First conditionin~ room. 
61- 80 20 econd conditioning room. 
81-100 20 Third conditioning room. 

GROUP K. 

All laminations to contain 10 per cent moi tUTe at the Lime of gluing and be of compara
tively low density. Odd numbers indicate test specimens that a.re glued up; even numbers 
indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

No. Numborof I 
test pieces. 

Avcrage moisture con ton t at time 
oHest. 

1- 20 20 Glue room condition. 
21- 40 20 Work shop condition . 
41- 60 20 First conditionin~ room. 
61- 0 20 econd conditioning room. 
81-100 20 Third conditioning room. 

GROUP L. 

All laminations to contain 14 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of low 
density. Odd numbers indicate te t pecimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate 
test specimens that are not glued up. 

No. Number of Average moisture content at time 
lest pieces. of test. 

1- 20 20 Glue room condition. 
21- 40 20 Work shop condilion. 
41- 60 20 First conditioning room. 

I 
61- 0 20 econd conditioning room. 
1- 100 20 Third conditioning room. 

GROUP M. 

All laminations to contain 1 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of low 
den ity. Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate 
test specimens,that are not glued up. 

No. Number of A verage moisture con ten tat time 
test pieces. oftest. 

1- 20 20 I Glue room condition. 
21- 40 20 Work shop condition . 
41- 60 20 First conditioning room. 
61- 0 20 Second conditioning room. 
1- 100 20 Third conditioning room. 
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GROUP N. 

All laminations to contain 7 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of compara
tively low den ity. Odd number indicate test specimen that are glued up; even numbers 
indicate test specimens that are not glued up . 

o. Numbero! A vera!(e moisinre con ten t at lime 
test pieces. o[ test. 

--
1-20 20 Third conditioning room. 

21-40 20 econd conditioning room. 
41- 60 20 First conditioning room. 

GRO PO. 

All laminations to contain 10 pel' cent moi ture at the time of gluing and be of comparatively 
low density. Odd numbers indicate test specimen that are glued up; even numbers indicate 
te t specimens that are not glued up. 

o. 

1- 20 
21-40 
41- 60 

I 
umber or Average moisture contentat time 

test pieces. or test. 

20 Third conditioning room . 
20 • econd conditioning room. 
20 First conditioning room. 

GRO P P. 

All laminations to contain 14 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of a compara
tively low density. Odd numbers indicate te t specimens that are glued up; even numbers 
indicate test specimen that are not glued up. 

No. Numbcr o[ Avcrage moisture cOlllent at time 
tost pieces. or test. 

1-20 20 Third conditioning room. 
21-40 

I 
20 econd conditioning room. 

41- 60 20 First conditioning room. 

GRO P R. 

All laminations to contain 1 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of compara
tively low den ity. Odd numbers indicate test speClmens that are glued up; even numbers 
indicate tes specimens that are not glued up. 

No. 

1- 20 
21-40 
41- 60 

Number oC Average moisture content at time 
test pieces. oC te t. 

20 Third conditioning room. 
20 econd condit.ioning room. 
20 First condit.ioning room. 

Alllamination to contain 7 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of a mixed 
density. Odd number indicate te t specimens that arc glued up; even numbers te t speci
men that are not glued up. 

No. 

1- 20 
21- 40 
41- 60 
61- 80 
1- 100 

umber oC \ Average moisture conlent at time 
test pieces. o[ test. 

20 Glue room conditions. 
20 Workshop conditions. 
20 First conditioning room. 
20 Second conditionmg room. 
20 Third conditioning room. 
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GROUP T. 

All laminations to contain 10 per cent mois ure at the time of gluing and be of a mixed 
density. Odd number indicate test specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate test 
specimens thai are not glued up. 

No. I NumberoC 
test pieces. 

Average moisture eon ton t at time 
oC test. 

1- 20 20 Glue room conditions. 
21- 40 20 Workshop conditions. 
41- 60 20 I'irst conditioning room. 
61- 80 20 econd cOllditionmg room. 
1- 100 

I 
20 Third conditioning room. 

GRO P 

A11laminations to contain 14 pel' cent moi Lure at the time of gluing and be of a mixed 
density. Odd numbers indicate te t pecimens that are glued up; even number indicate test 
speCImens that are not glued up. 

No. 

1- 20 
21- 40 
41- 60 
6L- 0 

L- I00 

umber oC I A verage moisture con ten tat time 
test pieces. of test. 

20 Glue room conditiolJs. 
20 Workshop conditions . 
20 Fir t conditioning room . 
20 Second cond itioning room. 
20 Third onditioning worn. 

GROUP V. 

11 laminations to contain 1 per cent moi Lure at the time of gluing and be of a mixed 
density. Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up; even number indicate te t 
specimens that are not glued up. 

No. 

1- 20 
21- 40 
11- 60 
61- 80 

HOO 

Number oC Average moisture content at time 
test pieces. oC test. 

20 Glue room conditions. 
20 Workshop conrlitions. 
20 First conditioning room. 
20 econd conditioning room. 
20 Third conditioning room. 

GRO P W. 

All laminations to contain 7 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of a mixed 
den ity. Odd number indicate test speCImen that are glued up; even number indicate 
te t specimen that are not glued up. 

No. Numbero[ Averagemoisturecont ntattime 
test pieces. oC test. 

--
1-20 20 Third conditioning room. 

21-40 20 ecolld conditioning room. 
41--60 20 First condi tioning room. 
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GRO P X. 

All laminations to contain 10 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of a mixed 
den ity. Odd numbers indicate test pecimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate 
te t specimens that are not glued up. 

No. 

1-20 
21 0 
41- 60 

Number of Average moisture content at time 
tost piecos. of tost. 

20 Third conditioning room . 
20 econd conditioning room. 
20 First conditioning room. 

GROUP Y. 

All laminations to contain 14 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of a mixed 
density. Odd numbers indicate te t pecimens that are glued up; even number indicate 
te t pecimens that are not glued up. 

No. 

1-20 
21-40 
41-60 

N umber of Average moisture con ten tat time 
tost pieces. of test. 

20 Third conditioning room. 
20 Second conditioning room. 
20 First conditioning room. 

GROUP Z. 

Alilamination to contain 18 per cent moisture at the time of gluing and be of a mixed 
dell ity. Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate test 
specimens that are not glued up. 

No. 

1-20 
21-40 
41-60 

umber of Average moisture content at time 
test pieces. of test. 

20 Third conditioning room. 
20 econd conditioning room. 
20 First conditioning room. 

SERIES 3.- Vn.RIATION IN MOISTURE CO TENT. 
BIRCH, OAK, AND [AHOGANY ARE TO BE TESTED. 

Preparation of te t pieces.-The laminations of anyone test piece are to be all plain sawed 
or all quarter sawed and of the same density and rate of growth. The variations in moisture 
content are to be obtained either by drying (under conditions slightly more severe than air 
drying) in the laboratory or by placing the pecimen in one of the conditioning rooms) pro
viding temperature and moi ture conditions as required. Eaeh test specimen will be con
ditioned in consecutive room) passing through all of the conditions preceding that condition 
at which the te t piece is to be broken. 

GROUP A. 

Average moi ture content throughout the test piece at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by conditioning in the glu room. Odd number indicate test pieces that are glued up; 
even number indicate tes t pieces that are not glued up. 

Conditions at Ihe time Ihe test pieces are glued togelher. 

Moisture per cent wben glued. I 

No. Number of 
piece. 

Center. 8ides. 

---
1-20 20 7 7 

21-40 20 7 10 
41-60 20 7 14 
61-80 20 7 1 

---
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GROUP B. 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by conditioning in the workshop. Odd numbers indicate test pieces that are glued up; 
even numbers indicate test pieces that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the lest pieces are glued together. 

Moisture per cent when glued. 

No. umber ot 
pieces . 

Center. Sides. 

1-20 20 7 7 
21-40 20 7 10 
41-60 20 7 14 
61- 80 2.0 7 18 

GRO PC. 

Average moisture content throughout the test piece at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by conditioning in the first conditioning room after conditioning in the work hop. Odd 
numbers indicate test specimens that are glued Up; even numbers indicate test peClmens 
that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the lest pieces are glued logether. 

Moisture per cent when glued. 

No. Number ot 
pieces. 

I Center. Sides. 

1-20 20 7 7 
21-40 20 7 10 
41-60 20 7 14 
61-80 20 7 18 

GROUP D. 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by conditioning in second conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop and the 
required period of time in the first conditioning room. Odd numbers indicate test specimens 
that are glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued logether. 

N o. 

-20 
-40 

1 
21 
41 
61 

-60 
-80 

I 

- ----
Mol ture per cent when glued. 

Number 01 
pieces. 

Center. I Sides. 
--I 

20 7 7 
20 7 10 
20 7 14 
20 7 18 

GROUP E. 

-

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by conditioning in third conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop and the 
required period of time in the first and second conditioning rooms. Odd numbers indicaLe 
test specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 
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Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 
-

Moi sture per cent when glued. 

No. Number or 
pieces. 

I Center. ~ ides. 

1-20 20 7 7 
21-40 20 7 10 
4l- 60 20 7 14 
61- 80 20 7 1 

GROUP F. 

Average moistme content throughou t the test pieces at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by conditioning in the third conditioning room after conditioning in the work hop. Odd 
numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens that 
are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

I )(oisture per cent when glued. 

No. Number of - --pieces. 
Center. ides. 

1-20 20 7 7 
21-40 20 7 10 
41-60 20 7 14 
61- 80 20 7 18 

--
GROUP G. 

Average moi ture content throughout the test pieces at the time of te ting to be that 
produced by conditioning in the second conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop 
and the required period of time in the third conditioning room. Odd numbers indicate te t 
specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 
-

Moisture per cent when glued. 

No. Number of --pieces . 
Center. Sides. 

1-20 20 7 7 
21-40 20 7 10 
41-60 20 7 14 
61-80 20 7 18 

GROUP IT. 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of te ting to be that 
produced by conditioning in the first conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop 
and the required period of time in the third and second conditioning rooms. Odd numbers 
indicate test specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate te t specimens that are 
not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

Moisture per cent when glued. 

No. umber or 
pieces. 

Center. Pldes. 
I 

1- 20 20 7 7 
21-40 20 7 10 
41- 60 

I 
20 7 14 

6] -80 20 7 18 
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GRO P J . 

Average moisture content throughout the te t pieces at the time of Le Ling to be that 
produced by conditioning in the glue room. Odd numbers indicaLe test pecimen. that are 
glued up; even numbers indicate te t specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

~roisLure per cent whcn gilled. 

No. Number of 
pieces . 

CenLer. Sides . 

1- 20 20 ]0 7 
21-40 20 ]0 10 
41- 60 20 ]0 14 
61- 80 20 ]0 18 

GROUP K. 

Average moisture content throughout the te t pieces at the time of te ting to be thaL 
produced by conditioning in the work hop. Odd numbers indicate test pecimens that are 
glued up; even numbers indicate te t specimen that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test p ieces are glued togetlie?'. 

-- -

Moisture per cent when glued. 

No. Number of 
pieces. 

Center. Sidcs. 

1-20 20 10 7 
21-40 20 10 10 
41- 60 20 10 14 
61-80 20 10 18 

I 

GRO PL. 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that 
produced by conditioning in first conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop. Odd 
numbers indicate test pecimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate Lest specimens 
that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued togetlier. 

MoisLure per cent when glued. 

No. umbero( 
pieces. 

Center. I.::'ides . 

1- 20 20 10 7 
21-40 20 ]0 10 
41- 60 20 10 14 
61- 80 20 10 18 

GROUP M. 

Average moisture content throughout the te t pieces at the time of testing to be that 
produced by conditioning in second conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop and 
the required period of time in the first conditioning room. Odd numbers indicate test speci
mens that are glued up; even number indicate test pecimens that are not glued up. 
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Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

No. Number of 
I Moisture per cent when glued. 

pieces. 
Center. Sides. 

1-20 20 10 7 
21-40 20 10 10 
41-60 20 10 14 
61- 80 20 10 18 

GROUP N. 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of test.ing to be t.hat pro
duced by conditioning in third conditioning room after conditioning in the work hop and the 
required periods of time in the first and second conditioning rooms. Odel numbers indicate test 
specimens that arc glued up; even numbers indicate test speuimen that-ure not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

I Moisture per cent when glued . 

, o. umber of I pieces. 
Center. d des. 

1- 20 20 10 7 
21-40 20 10 10 
41-60 20 10 14 
61- 80 20 10 18 

GROUP P. 

A,' erage moistul'fl content throughout the tes t pieces at the time of testing to be tha.t pI" -
du cp.d by fmul conditioning in t.he third conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop. 
Odd numbers indicate tc t specimen that are glued up ; eV"en numbers indicate test specimens 
that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

Moisture per cent whell glued. 

No. umber o f 
pieces. 

Iller. Sides. 

--
1- 20 20 10 7 

21-40 20 10 10 
41- 60 20 

I 
10 14 

61- 80 20 10 1 

(fRO P R. 

Average moistUl"e content t.hroughout Lhe te t pieces ttt the time of te ting to be that pro
duced by fln:ll conditioning in the second conditioning room after conditioning in the wlH'kshop 
and the required period of time in the third conditioning room. Oeld numbers indicate test 
specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens tlUtt are not glued up . 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

MoiSture per cent when glued . 

No. Number of 
pieces. 

Cell ter. I Sides. 

I 

1- 20 20 10 7 
21-40 20 10 10 
41- 60 20 10 ]4 
61- 80 20 10 18 

---- ---
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GROUP . 

Avprnge moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of tt'sting to br that· 
prorluced b)' final conditioning in the first conditioning room after condition ing in the workshop 
und the re\luired period of time in the third and second conditioning rooms. Odd numbers 
indic~Lte te t. specimens that tlfe glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens that are not 
glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

No. Numher of 
Moisture per cent when glued. I 

pieces . 
Center. Fides. 

1- 20 20 ]0 7 
21-40 20 lO 10 
41- 60 20 10 14 
61- 0 20 10 18 

--- -

GROUP '1'. 

Average moisture content throughout the t.e. t pieces at the time of tc ting to be that 
produced by conoitiooing in the glue room. Odd numbers indicate test sprcimens t.hat are glued 
up: e\'en numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

Moisture per eont whell glucd. 

No. umber of 
pieces. 

Conter . Pides . 
. _-

1-20 20 14 7 
21-40 20 14 10 
41- 60 20 14 14 

I 61- 80 20 14 18 
I 

GRO P U. 

Average moi ture content throughout the test piece at the time o.f testing to be that pro
duced by final conditioning in the workshop . Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are 
glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

Moisture pcr cent when glucd. 

o. Numbcrof 
pieces. 

Conter. Sides . 

I --

1-20 20 14 7 

I 
21-40 20 14 10 I 41-60 20 14 14 
61- 80 20 14 18 

I 
GROUP W. 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be t.hat 
produced by final conditioning in the first conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop . 
Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens 
that are not glued up . 
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Conditions at the time the teiJt pieces are glued together. 

Moisture per cent when glued . 

No. Number of 
pieces. 

Center. Sides. 

1-20 20 14 7 
21-40 20 14 10 
41- 60 20 14 14 
61- 0 20 14 IS 

--

GRO P X. 

Average moisture throughout the te t pieces at the time of testing to be that produced 
by final conditioning in the second conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop and 
the required period of time in the fIrst conditioning room. Odd numbers indicate test peClmens 
that are glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 
-

I 
-

I Mo:ure per cent when glued. 

o. Number of 
pieces. 

Center. eides. 

I 

1-20 20 14 7 

I 

21-40 20 14 10 
41-60 20 14 14 
61-S0 20 14 I IS 

GRO P Y. 

Average moistUl'e content throughout the test piece at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by final conditioning in the third conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop 
and the required period of time in the first and second conditioning room. Odd number 
indicate test specimens that are glued up; even number indicate test specimens that are not 
glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieceiJ are glued together. 

}foi ture per cent when I(lued. 

o. umber of 
pieces. 

CeniN. Sides. 
-- ---

1-20 20 14 7 
21-40 20 14 ]0 
41-60 20 14 

I 
14 

61-S0 20 14 ]S 

GRO P Z. 

Average moistUl'e content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by final conditioning in third conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop. 
Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up ; even numbers indicate test specimens 
that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

Moisture per cent when glued. 

No. Number of 
pieces. I 

Center. I Eidcs. 

I 
1-20 20 14 7 

21-40 20 14 10 

I 
41-60 20 14 14 
61-S0 20 14 IS . 
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GROUP AA. 

Average moisture content throughout the te t pieces at the time of testing to be that 
produced by frnal conditioning in second conditioning room after condiLioning in the workshop 
and the required period of time in the third conditioning room. Odd numbers indicate test 
specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

Moisture per cent when glued. 

No. Number of 
pieces. 

Center. eides. 

1-20 20 14- 7 
21-40 20 14- 10 
41-60 20 l4 l4 
61-80 20 14 18 

GROUP BB. 

Average moisture content throughout the te t pie es at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by final conditioning in first conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop and the 
required periods of time in the third and second conditioning rooms. Odd numbers indicate 
Lest specimens that are glued up; even number indicate te t specimen that are not glued up. 

Conditions at Ihe time Ihe lest pieces are glued together. 

Moisture per cent wben glued. 

No. Number of 
pieces. 

Center, Sides. 

1- 20 20 14 7 
21-40 20 14 10 
41-60 20 14- 14 
61-80 20 14 1 

GROUP ce. 

Average moi ture content throughout the te t pieces at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by final conditioning in the glue room. Odd numbers indicate test specimen that are 
glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the lime the test pieces are glued together. 

No. 

1-20 
21-40 
41-60 
61-80 

Number of 
pieces. 

_1-

20 
20 
20 
20 

I Moisture per cent when glued. 

Center. Sides. 

18 
1 
18 
1 

7 
10 
14 
18 

GROUP DD. 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by final conditioning in the workshop. Odd numbers indicate te t specimens that are 
glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 
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Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

No. 

1- 20 
21-40 
41- 60 
61- 80 

Moisture per cent when glued. I 
NumberoC 

pieces Cen te r. I Sides. 

20 
20 
20 
20 

1 
1 
]8 
18 

ORO PEE. 

7 
10 
14 
18 

Average moi ture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by final conditioning in the .fir t conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop. 
Odd numbers indicate teo t specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate test peClmens 
that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

I 
~Ioisture per cent when glued. 

No. :-lumber of 
pieces . 

C(lIlter . I,. ides. 

1- 20 20 ] 7 
21-40 20 18 10 
41- 60 20 18 14 
61- 80 20 18 18 

-

GROUP Fl'. 

Average moi ture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by final conditioning in the second conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop 
and the required period of time in the first conditioning room. Odd numbers indicate test 
specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

Moisture per eeu t when glued. 

No. Tumber of 
pieces. 

Center. ~idcs 

-
1-20 20 1 7 

21-40 20 18 10 
41-60 20 1 14 

I 
61-80 20 1 1 

GROUP GG. 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of te ting to be that pro
duced by final conditioning in the third conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop 
and the required period of time in the first and second conditioning room . ' Odd numbers indicate 
test specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate te t pecimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the lest pieces are glued logether. 

)1oisture per cent when glued. 

No. Number of --- --. 
pieces . 

Center. • ides. . 
---

1-20 20 1 7 
21-40 20 1 10 
41-60 

I 
20 18 14 

61-80 20 1 18 
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GROUP HH. 

A verage moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by final conditioning in third conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop . 
Odd numbers indicate test specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate te t specimens 
that are not glued up . 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

MOisture per cent when glued. 

No. NumberoC 
pieces. 

Center. Sidcs. 

1-20 20 1 I 7 
21-40 20 18 

I 
10 

41-60 20 18 14 
61-80 20 18 18 

GRO P KK. 

Average moistUTe contcnt throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by final conditioning in second conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop 
and the required period of time in third conditioning room. Odd numbers indicate te t speci
mens that are glued up; even numb~rs indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time lhe test pieces are glued together. 

Moi ture per cent when glued. 

No. Number oC 
pieces. 

Center. Sides. 

1-20 20 1 7 
21-40 20 18 10 
41-60 20 18 14 
61-80 20 18 18 

GROUP MM. 

Average moisture content throughout the test pieces at the time of testing to be that pro
duced by final conditioning in first conditioning room after conditioning in the workshop and 
the required periods of time in the third and second conditioning rooms. Odd numbers indicate 
test specimens that are glued up; even numbers indicate test specimens that are not glued up. 

Conditions at the time the test pieces are glued together. 

Moisturc per cent when glued . I 
No. NumberoC 

pieces. 
Center. Sides. 

1-20 20 18 7 
21-40 20 18 10 
41-60 20 18 14 
61-80 20 18 18 
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APPENDIX B.-SAMPLES OF RECORD FORMS. 

SERIES I.-MATCHING PLAIN AND QUARTER SAWED. 

Specimens are to be conditioned or broughL to constant weight in each of the variou::. 
rooms in the order given below, then taken out and tested, e. g., Group E will be conditioned 
in the glue room, workshop, first, second, and third conditioning rooms and then tested. 

Group. 
Glue room ...................................................................................... A. 
\Vorkshop ...................................................................... . ............. B. 
First concli tioning room ....................................................................... c. 

~~I~~~~~ilicti~ci~~~~~~ ..... · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :~: 
Glue room. 
Workshop. 

:~~t~~~ri~~~r?::::··.:~: ~: ~::: ~::::: ~:: ~:::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :&: 
SERIES 2.- DENSITY DIFFERENCE. 

pecimens are to be .conditioned or brought to constant weight in each of the varlOUS 
rooms in the order given below until they reach con tant weight in the room opposite which 
their numbers appear. They will then be tested. 

Glue room .. ................................ . ....... . .. . 
Workshop . .................... .. .......... .. ........... . 
First conditionin~ room .................................. . 
Second conditiomng room .............................. . 
Third conditioning room .............................. ' .. 

Groups E, F, G, H.I I Groups N, ;, P, R.' I Groups W, x, Y, Z.' 

1- 20 
21- 40 
41- 60 
61- 80 
81-100 

Specimen I 
numbers. 

Glue room .. . . ..................................... . .............. . 
Workshop . . ..... . . . .... . ................... . ............ . ....... . 
Third conditioning room.... .. ........................... 1-20 
Second conditioning room .. ... .. . ......... .............. 21-40 
First conditioning room.................. ........... . ... 41-60 

I Compa,9lLively high density. , Comparatively low density . 3 Mixed density. 

SERIES 3. - VARIATIO IN MOISTURE CONTENT. 

Specimens are to be conditioned or brought to constant weight in each of the various 
rooms in the order given below, then taken out and tested, e. g., Groups E, I, Y, and GG will 
be conditioned in the glue room, workshop, fir t, second, and third conditioning rooms and 
then tested. 

Groups . 

~~~~~~~i'~:~~~:':':':' : ......... ~.:.: .:'.:.:.:.:.:.::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: .:.:.: .:.:.:.: .:.:.: ·:~~i'l: ~~: 
econd condit..ionmg room .......................................................... n, 11, x, FF. 

'l'hird conditioning room . .. .. ...................................................... E , N, Y, GG. 
Glue room. 
Workshop. 
Third conditioning room .................................................. .. ....... F.,.t PI Z, IIII. 
Second conditioning room . ........... .. ........................ . . . ...... . ........ G, ~, AA, KK. 
First condi tioning room . ......... . ......................... . .................... II, S, BB, 1111. 
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